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Amicis Solutions’ JustRight Solution for Retailers
Now Available in the Microsoft AppSource
Amicis JustRight Provides Flexible and Automated Omnichannel Demand
Management Functionality Within Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations

ALPHARETTA, GA
MARCH 27, 2019

Amicis Solutions, the go-to provider of services and support for Microsoft Dynamics 365
solutions for retail and hospitality brands, as well as its own best-in-class proprietary
software solutions designed to help businesses meet and exceed customer expectations,
today announced that its Amicis JustRight solution is now available in the Microsoft
AppSource.
Amicis JustRight is an advanced omnichannel demand management solution that provides
the flexibility and scalability required to optimize the entire retail merchandise planning
process – from initial financial planning, to assortment building, to product selection and
ranging, through to allocation and replenishment and final clearance. Amicis JustRight is
an Azure-based cloud solution available within Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and
Operations to help retailers extend their demand management capabilities. JustRight is also
available as a standalone solution that can be integrated with previous versions of Microsoft
Dynamics solutions, including Dynamics AX and Dynamics NAV.
The solution combines best-practice processes and automation around allocations, demand
forecasting, inventory management and replenishment, resulting in valuable and timely
data-driven insights that empower planners to make better, more informed decisions as the
needs of the business change and new opportunities emerge. Retailers that leverage Amicis
JustRight can realize the following bottom-line results:
•

20% reduction in value of stock on-hand

•

30% reduction in time spent on replenishment and planning

•

35% decrease in inventory costs

•

25% increase in inventory turns

“Retailers are hustling to anticipate rapidly shifting customer purchasing patterns, while
dealing with longer lead times and shorter product lifecylces that make it challenging to
increase already-tight margins,” said Runar Sigurbjartsson, President and CEO Amicis
Solutions. “Amicis JustRight is what retailers need to compete in today’s challenging busness
environment. Our powerful demand management technology offers superior adaptability,
functionality and automation supported by machine learning to help retailers earn more
revenue and market share.”
For more information about the key features and functionality within Amicis JustRight,
click here. To learn more about Amicis Solutions, vist our website at www.amicissolutions.com
or contact us today.
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About Amicis
Solutions

We are the go-to provider of services and support for Microsoft Dynamics 365, a best-of-breed
combination of ERP and CRM functionality, for the retail and hospitality industries. Our clients
in North America rely on us to help them get the most from their Microsoft Dynamics 365
for Finance and Operations and Retail investment. Our suite of best-in-class, fully integrated
proprietary solutions are robust yet flexible and easy to use, enabling businesses to meet and
exceed customer expectations – all while helping them streamline operations and eliminate
unnecessary costs.
Learn how we can support your organization by visiting www.amicissolutions.com today.
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